Short Course Discount Policy

Georgia Tech Students*
Matriculated degree-seeking undergraduate or graduate students at Georgia Tech will receive a 20% discount on the course fee for each short course.

Georgia Tech Scholars and Employees*
Scholars or employees who meet one of the following criteria will receive a 20% discount on the course fee for each short course:

- Georgia Tech visiting scholar
- Georgia Tech J-1 research scientist
- Georgia Tech postdoc student
- Georgia Tech employee

Spouses*
Spouses who meet one of the following criteria will receive a 20% discount on the course fee for each short course:

- Matriculated degree-seeking Georgia Tech students
- Georgia Tech J-1 visiting scholars or research scientists
- Georgia Tech employees
- Emory University MBA students who have taken Emory University’s Pre-MBA

* The Language Institute will request additional documentation providing confirmation of status to meet criteria as described above. Additional documentation should be provided at the time of application.

Eligible individuals as defined above, taking a four-week short course, will be offered a 20% course fee discount, amounting to a discounted rate of $180 per course.